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Editors’ Welcome 
 

Welcome to the November issue of On Course Profits magazine. 

 

This month's sponsor is Loves Racing. Ex pro footballer Brett Love has been betting 

and tipping for 20+ years and proofing his selections to On Course Profits since 2017. 

 

He sponsors this months mag and is offering a 10 day trial with a profit guarantee, 

check it out here  

 

Inside this month Dave Renham has more research into the percentage of horses beaten 

as a selection method. You’ll recall that he flagged this up as an indicator of likely 

winners previously and also that it is a factor in the success of the Winning Systems 

tipping service. 

 

Dave has also looked at trainers that have more placed horses than is the average and he 

has identified some trainers that are big value to bet each-way or in the place markets. 

 

Steve is also looking at the place markets and it’s early days but he may have come up 

with a winning method! A bit more testing and we may have a new profitable trial for 

Platinum members. 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/vegaseddie/8054937492/in/photolist-dgMEhC-x6rYjR-4gvCEF-2huGnAX-aaiz5A-x4hJTo-7bsFgX-4gtg8Q-T7ddX5-63uUjU-2jkafsy-zUTCeM-x71ZJz-x47Exu-x5HNqd-2hzfKXJ-2hD4sqo-ekQ29f-x6sW9r-6yLwRX-x6Kb3B-6czwZi-kArJLR-6PgJU3-76xmav-x5UxjQ-76xgFp-x6DJpc-76BaZo-5oDRLD-pwNp3Z-6ej1x9-xhTnxX-2g1R9M8-5LpqSt-aDxDPR-K9q25-aafLEg-Jdn5Yd-x6vUu8-x5MrFE-x4mUXy-Jg5xi2-bWQMgy-x753mT-aDxDXM-2cocezm-ENRJXr-x6FjkX-R1mAAg
https://oncourseprofits.com/sponsor96
https://winningsystems.co.uk/
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We have a profile of Kempton Park and have a couple of All Weather systems that will 

hopefully give us some wins this autumn and winter. We also have a roundup of how 

the various systems are performing.  

 

Steve from CD Systems manages to explain why we need to get value in a unique way 

which is a useful recap of what this game is all about. 

 

Josh Wright is back with some trainer microsystems for this national hunt season and 

Alex has a big value bet for the Betfair Chase. 

 

I hope you enjoy this month's content. 

 

All the best 

Darren Power 

 

P.S: If you've picked up this issue for a friend and would like to subscribe for free Click 

Here 

 

Front cover image: (CC BY 4.0) - Special Tiara, Sire De Grugy & Pepite Rose | The 

Celebration… | Flickr 
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Percentage of Horses Beaten Revisited 

A couple of months ago in an article for On Course Profits, I looked briefly at a 

different ‘measure’ of last time out performance; namely ‘percentage of horses 

beaten’. I have become more interested in this idea in recent months and I have lots of 

ideas I want to test. As before I will call this %HB for short.  

Some of this data can be found on two excellent websites namely Geegeez and 

Horseracebase. They both have slightly different abbreviations for it, but clearly, they 

too think it is a worthwhile metric to use.  

Just to recap what I mean by %HB let me give you an example. If a horse finishes 6th in 

an 11 runner race, then of its 10 rivals the horse has beaten 5. Hence, we divide 5 by 10 

to give us 50% or 0.50. I am going to use the decimal figure in this article for %HB.  

The higher the figure the more runners that horse has beaten. 

A Simple Experiment – is 12 month horse form relevant? 

Using %HB as my form metric I wanted to examine whether the form of a horse over 

12 months was relevant when it came to subsequent runs thereafter.  

For this type of idea, the time frame chosen can be any year or years.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/paulkehrer/3659279740/in/photolist-6zmLo1-rFqrnF-256B5kE-RV8g9W-ASCL5v-RV8huS-T3W4Q1-U4HzkU-H2FiUU-26d8AnG-S9AfC6-256B4YN-AfRKkn-WGXcvW-AfRB6g-T2jjUC-22pnHQ1-VFFTTs-RXJCPg-S9EvZk-U27Ee2-6yLwRX-T6FcC6-Gvc5k-U8L83n-RXJDTv-U2b5Vv-RXJEN6-RV8fGd-UaaLGJ-VJuTFr-QUGSk6-Ukjkmz-RV8gkY-RV8hXW-S5EwMh-U2b5yt-zUtBJj-HkrHt-TCQ7S7-RXJD44-T6FiWi-Ht4g7-RV8gd3-2bkMSGN-RXJBfV-U2b4pp-UkjnvV-U8LenX-2aKzj2L
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/geegeez
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/hrb
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I decided to avoid 2020 data as the Covid pandemic had a big impact on horse racing in 

that year with lots of meetings cancelled, as well as affecting the training of the horses.  

Hence, I went back to 2018 and collated all National Hunt Racing results in the UK 

from that year. From there, for each individual horse I calculated, or should I say 

Microsoft Excel calculated, their %HB figure for 2018 as a whole.  

I then ignored any horse that had raced 5 times or less as I only wanted horses with a 

decent number of runs to hopefully give me more accurate %HB figures. This still gave 

me a huge sample size as a total of 1992 horses had run 6 or more times in that year. 

From this group of horses, I noted the horses with the highest %HB figures for 2018 

and those with the lowest %HB figures. I decided to compare 50 horses in total: 25 

from each group by looking at their performance / record in the following year (2019).  

Clearly, I was hoping that the horses with the highest %HB figures from 2018 would 

outperform the horses with the lowest ones when it came to 2019 as well.  

Firstly, I am going to take a look at the 2019 race records of the 25 horses with the 

highest %HB figures from 2018: 
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7 horses made a profit over the whole year, 2 broke even, and the remaining 16 made a 

loss. However, when you combine all 25 horses, they actually made an overall profit to 

Industry Starting Price – between them there were 19 wins from 120 runs (SR 15.8%) 

for a profit of £29.00 (ROI +24.2%).  

I used normal SP rather than Betfair SP to avoid any big priced Betfair winners skewing 

the results. This made sense to me as the sample sizes I am using are relatively modest. 

In our Gold edition Dave looks at those horses that had the lowest %HB figures in 2018 

and their subsequent performance in 2019, and in particular takes a look at the National 

Hunt stats. 

To read the rest of this article upgrade to a Gold or Platinum account now by clicking 

HERE  

David Renham    

 

 

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/upgrade
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/ratecard
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Research Corner - Place Backing Profits? 

Hi All 

 

For this month’s Research Corner piece, we are going to see if we can use the Inform 

Racing Systems Builder to develop a strategy for backing horses that have a decent 

chance of at least placing in their respective races. 

 

For those of you that may not be familiar with this excellent resource you can find out 

all about it here. 

 

We will use the data from the start of 2019 to the present which at the time of writing is 

mid October. 

 

Those of you that have experience of utilising the place markets on the exchanges, 

Betfair in particular, will be aware that these operate independent of the outright win 

market in contrast to the traditional bookmaker’s fixed fractional calculations. 

 

Having observed the exchange place markets for some time I am of the opinion that 

these can often provide some value in handicap races especially as you move away from 

those at the head of the market. 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/vegaseddie/4631562208/in/photolist-84gY5Q-6uichY-H4bhP-o7G5MF-op8xfQ-GdfCY-bmHD9Y-ARCwAg-zUBBe4-5oHgtJ-bzCwDr-bzCume-bzCtVt-bzCu7t-bmHB2j-bmHDQG-6yLwRX-AfTuLi-awerRp-5tGpB6-HdwPQ-JBE4B-Az161G-6UgvLQ-AyVtJN-6yQKgu-pcs1ma-5oHeUL-89ZTeF-2TJprw-2TDTse-2TDRHn-HkrHt-MsQJx-bj34ZV-bj2ZGc-bj2VmB-bj2Ugg-bv3WM2-2UCQBp-C2qJu-9ckdDf-bv3XDv-GddFL-bv3KpT-bj2WwX-9ch8Zg-awerrD-9ch3ND-bv3Mgt
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/informracing
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With that in mind we will be focussing our endeavours for this research piece on 

handicap races and to aid our task in search of potential placers it makes sense to 

concentrate of races that have a minimum of 8 runners, so we have at least 3 places to 

aim for.  

 

 
 

The above image provides an explanation of the main details of the information that the 

Inform Ratings show for every race that they cover, which is GB flat, AW and national 

hunt throughout the year. 

 

In the column headed M+A the figure displayed is a total of the Master rating which is 

the best figure that the horse has achieved in the most recent 12 months, and the average 

rating from its last 3 runs. 

 

By using this rating as a starting point it will hopefully home in on a solid combination 

of best speed figure overall (last 12 months) coupled with a horse that has been running 

well in its recent races. 

 

If we consider how the top ranked runner in handicaps with 8 or more runners since the 

start of 2019 we find the following: - 

 

 
Clearly not profitable on its own merit with the losses at around 3-4% but it looks a 

reasonable place to start.  
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Returning to the Inform Ratings racecards adjacent to the M+A column is the one 

headed Crs which details the best speed rating that each of the runners has achieved 

when running at the same racetrack as today.  

 

There are of course many factors that can affect how an individual horse runs and one of 

them is recent form at the track. So, what happens to the original data if we add the top 

ranked from the Crs column into the mix: - 

 

Top ranked M+A & Crs  

 

 

 

Both the win and place strike rates have improved and in the case of the place bets the 

ROI has moved from -3.50% to -2.61% which is encouraging. 

 

One more column across in the Inform Ratings racecards is the one headed Dis which 

details the best speed rating that each of the runners has achieved when running at the 

same distance as today. 

 

Top ranked M+A, Crs & Dis 

 

 

 

In this instance it is the winning ROI that has shown the most improvement over the 

base figures but at least the place strike rate has stayed at a decent level. 

 

Regular readers of the OCP magazine may recall that we covered the topic of the 

“Flying Dutchman” in last month’s edition. Well, the Inform Ratings racecard 

incorporate their version of the Van Der Wheil ability figure so we are going to add that 

category into the mix. 

 

Top ranked M+A, Crs, Dis & Ability 

 

 

 

 

By combining the 4 categories it appears to have transformed the output into positive 

territory so let’s take a closer look at the results starting by breaking them down by the 

individual years. 
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If we focus on the original premise of looking for a place backing angle we find that 3 

of the last 4 years so far have proven to be profitable by simply homing in on the 

runners that are top ranked in the four Inform Racing categories that we detailed earlier. 

 

Revised Place Backing Method 

 
The above research has given me the confidence to try and expand on the data in search 

of a practical method that could be used to find daily selections to place bets on the 

Betfair Place markets. 

 

Each of the Inform Ratings categories that we have considered hold some merit but 

rather than be stringent by requiring a potential selection to be top ranked in all four, 

what if we eased off that slightly and went with 3 or more top ranked. 

 

To try and avoid potential banana skins such as having a runner with top ranking course 

and distance form from the last 12 months but either way out of its depth on the Ability 

or the M+A ratings, we added the additional factor that it must have the best overall 

profile. 

 

To achieve this, we turned to another very useful facet in the Inform Ratings site, that of 

the Betting Tissue Builder. 

 

This tool allows you to select from an array of parameters and use them to compile 

either ranking, ratings or go a step further and produce your own betting forecast or 

“tissue”. 

 

Our use of the Betting Tissue tool was able to quickly find the rankings in handicap 

races with 8 or more runners declared. Here is a recent example: 
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If we scan down the far right column headed “Rank Total” we find that horse number 7 

Blazing Hot has the highest total, 47.0. There are 13 runners declared for this race and 

in 3 of the 4 categories that we identified earlier the David Brown trained 5yo is the 

highest ranking (including joint). 

 

The result was a win for Blazing Hot who returned an SP of 9/2 having been 10/3 in the 

morning markets. As there were 13 runners in this handicap the bookmakers’ standard 

terms would have paid out at 1/4 odds for the place which equates to a price of 2.13.  

 

If we consider the Betfair SP result we find: - 
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The Place BFSP paid 2.64 from which you have to deduct a commission of 2 or 5% 

depending on which rewards package you are set up with on the exchange. Even at the 

higher rate the payout would have been 2.56 which is approximately 38% better than 

the standard bookmakers’ terms. 

 

Yes the bookmakers now offer place only bets, but they generally reflect the odds 

prevailing in the win or each-way markets and equally these do not offer best odds 

guarantees and the places paid can be altered if there are significant non-runners. Betfair 

apply a reduction factor on live prices matched but payout the number of places stated 

when the market was created. The returned Betfair SP already takes into account any 

non-runners. 

 

I have already been applying the Place Backing method and placing small stakes bets to 

see how it pans out.  

 

The early results are encouraging with 6 placers out of 8 bets (two were winners) on 6th 

October, 3 out of 3 (another 2 winners) the following day, 2 unplaced on Sat 8th Oct, 3 

placers out of 4 on Mon 10th (another 2 winners) and an unplaced one on Tues 12th.  

 

A very short timeline on which to judge but an encouraging start non the less with 12 

placers (6 winners) from 18 so far. If they continue to show promise I plan to compile a 

summary and organise a live trial in the OCP Platinum Members area from next month. 

 

Until next time  

 

Steve Carter 

 

 

  

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/informracing
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‘Value’ National Hunt trainers 

Crunching racing data varies from researcher to researcher, punter to punter. Gone are 

the days of collating data from hardback book copies of Timeform for example.  

Computer programs, racing databases, racing websites etc. have made it so much easier 

to do this type of work, especially from a time perspective. Something that may have 

taken me 2 weeks to do back in the 90s I can now do in less than a minute.  

For example, if I wanted to find out the performance of favourites in all flat races going 

back to 2014, that would not be difficult to do. Also, it would be super quick – 

essentially input the basic parameters you want to test, press a button and bingo – it is 

all there in black and white.  

Then you have a smaller band of people who use more sophisticated methods such as 

Neutral Networks, Machine Learning, etc. I did some mathematical modelling when I 

was at university and hence, I can see its benefits and attraction. However, much of the 

coding needed for creating horse racing models is above my pay grade. 

For me, in general, I like to keep methods and ideas simple where possible. Why 

complicate things? I am a believer in the saying ‘KEEP IT SIMPLE STUPID.’ This 

article is based on very simplistic ideas / methods.  

My aim is to try and find National Hunt trainers that offer punters some value.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/8354422@N02/6767656227/in/photolist-bj31q4-bj3nU8-bj3qn6-bj3b5R-bj37Ln-bj2Sye-bj2RPH-bj2Men-HfF2U-bj2Pq8-bj2Tmi-9ck9Q7-Gw7tV-9ck8Su-9ch49c-dp7sa3-2TDN9v-84gY5Q-6uichY-H4bhP-o7G5MF-op8xfQ-GdfCY-bmHD9Y-ARCwAg-zUBBe4-5oHgtJ-bzCwDr-bzCume-bzCtVt-bzCu7t-bmHB2j-bmHDQG-6yLwRX-AfTuLi-awerRp-5tGpB6-HdwPQ-JBE4B-Az161G-6UgvLQ-AyVtJN-6yQKgu-pcs1ma-5oHeUL-89ZTeF-2TJprw-2TDTse-2TDRHn-HkrHt
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However, I won’t be looking at profit and loss, or indeed return on investment; I want to 

study two different ‘parameters,’ which I will explain as I go.  

The data for this article is taken from 1st Jan 2017 to 12th Sept 2022 – UK National Hunt 

Racing only. This gives me a decent number of races to evaluate trainer performance. 

1.  Looking for Place Value 

As someone who likes the placepot and the occasional each way double, I am always 

trying to find an edge in terms of place betting. So, I want to try and establish which 

National Hunt trainers offer value in the place market? And how would you find this 

out?  

As stated earlier, my approach is going to be a very simplistic one, and I appreciate not 

without issues. However, with any research idea or method there are going to be flaws. 

Hence you need to be realistic and appreciate this.  

Time to explain what I did. To begin with I looked at ALL trainer data for the period of 

study, looking specifically at market position. I wanted to gather placed data for all 

market positions from favourites to 7th in the betting, and then I combined all the data 

for runner’s 8th or bigger in the betting. When I use the word ‘placed’ this of course 

includes wins and placed runners combined.  

Here are the findings for ALL runners: 

 

Now I had the placed figures for each market position I then had an average figure or 

benchmark from which to work from. From here I simply looked at all trainers that had 

at least 50 runners within the relevant market position and compared their placed 

percentage with the overall average. I was looking for trainers that had higher figures in 

each market position compared with the average. I was not expecting any trainers to 

have higher figures across all eight, but you never know.  

Essentially, I took each trainer’s placed percentage for that specific market position and 

subtracted the ALL runners average figure from it. So, for example if a trainer had a 

placed average of 65.34% for favourites the calculation would be 65.34 minus 60.84 to 

give that trainer a +4.5 ‘score’.  
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Obviously, any trainer with a percentage below the average would produce a negative 

‘score.’ I have created a table below with a comparison for individual trainers across 

each market position.  

Here are some of trainers that I would say had positive outcomes overall (figures in 

green are positive). Any empty cell means that the trainer in question did not have at 

least 50 runs within that market position. 

 

 

These trainers I perceive offer us some place value. Good to see Milton Harris with a 

string of positives as he trains not far down the road to where I live. Also, as a fan of 

Emma Lavelle and Donald McCain so I was pleased to see their names there too. 

Of course, as punters we cannot just be aware of ‘positive’ data.’ We need to be aware 

of all data. Hence it is worth sharing those trainers with more negative outcomes as 

well: 

 

Gary Moore has clearly done well with favourites from a placed perspective but 6 of the 

8 market groups are in the negative. Sad to see Rebecca Curtis in there as she is one of 

my favourite trainers! Maybe I need to rethink that. 
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I mentioned that there were potential flaws in this method. One such being that we are 

using market position rather than a very specific price band. Hence one trainer could 

have had a higher average price than another trainer in a specific market position. That 

of course would almost certainly have an impact on the placed percentages.  

However, I did look at a handful of trainers and their average prices within each market 

position, and any differences were minimal. Another potential issue is that the number 

of runners in a race can make a difference.  

If one trainer has favourites mainly in races of 7 or less, and another has favourites in 

races of 8 or more then this would not be a fair comparison. Once again, I cross-checked 

some trainers to check this wasn’t a huge problem and in general field sizes balanced 

out. This is probably because I used a decent sample size. Hence, I am happy that my 

very basic measure of value has valid results. 

To read the rest of this article upgrade to a Gold or Platinum account now by clicking 

HERE  

 

David Renham    

 

  

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/upgrade
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Kempton Racecourse 
 

Kempton racecourse is situated a relative stone’s throw from Trafalgar Square, 16 miles 

southwest of the square and in fact is the closest racecourse to London. 

Kempton not only has flat racing throughout the calendar on its Polytrack (laid in 2006), 

but also runs what is considered the second most important steeplechase of the National 

Hunt calendar with the three mile chase run on Boxing Day each year together with the 

Grade 1 Christmas Hurdle and the Feltham Novices Chase. 

How to get there 
 

The course is located on the A308 between Sunbury on Thames and Hampton Court, 

and just 1 mile from Junction 1 of the M3 via Junction 12 of the M25.  

If visiting by train the racecourse has its own train station actually on site and which is 

located 200 yards from the north entrance of the course. The trains run every half hour 

through from London Waterloo on race days, however it is worth noting that the train 

doesn’t actually run on the biggest race day of the year, Boxing Day. 

There are a number of bus routes which pass near the racecourse, but by train or car is 

the easiest option. 

https://www.geograph.org.uk/profile/32970
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
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Track Configuration 
 

The National Hunt track is a right handed track and generally flat, unlike the 

undulating Cheltenham course, and the fences are considered easier too, although the 

course can be demanding on stamina when the ground is soft/heavy in going. You can 

view the course here. 

The All Weather course is a flat oval made up of two loops. The inner loop being used 

for the 5f, 9f and 10f races and is a sharp course, with a 2f finishing straight. The outer 

course is much more sweeping in the turns with an almost 3f straight. You can view the 

course here. 

The Stats  
 

Stats shown cover the period of 1st January 2017 to the time of writing (15th October 

2022). 

 

Once again, we are using www.horseracebase.com for the stats. 

We’ll start with general meeting stats from the last five years. Beginning with the fate 

of the favourites both clear and joint. 

 

The results below contain 3077 winners from a staggering 30217 runners. 

 

And it will be no surprise that the greater part of those races have been run on the All 

Weather. 

 

Favourites 

Clear, joint and co-favourites have produced the following set of results: 

https://www.racingpost.com/profile/course/28/kempton/course-map
https://www.racingpost.com/profile/course/1079/kempton-aw/course-map
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/hrb
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1112 winners from 3246 runners a 34.26% strike rate giving a level stakes loss of 

212.61 points  

2055 of the runners placed. A 63.31% place strike rate. 

Breaking those results down between the National Hunt and All Weather Courses. 

 

It is interesting to see that had you blindly backed the favourites/joint favourites running 

in National Hunt races you would have actually made a profit. 

National Hunt 

185 winners from 474 runners, a 39.03% strike rate giving a level stakes profit of 2.50 

points. 

292 of the runner’s place. A 61.60% place strike rate. 

If we break these results down into Handicap and Non-Handicap races gives us: 

 

Non-Handicap – 110 winners from 230 runners, a strike rate of 47.83% giving a level 

stakes loss of –6.16. A/E 0.99. 

159 placed a 69.13% place strike rate. 

 

Handicap – 75 winners from 244 runners, a strike rate of 30.74% giving a level stakes 

profit of +8.66. A/E 1.06  
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133 placed a 54.51% place strike rate. 

 

Digging a bit deeper let’s focus on favourites that won their last race. 

 

Favourites that won their last race have produced – 70 winners from 172 runners, a 

strike rate of 40.70% for a level stakes profit of 3.84 points. A/E 1.01  

106 placed a 61.63% place strike rate. 

Those favourites who had finished outside the first four on their last start. 

 

Favourites that had finished outside the top four on their last start produced – 48 

winners from 117 runners 41.03% and a profit of +6.24 pts to level stakes. A/E 1.07  

74 placed, a 63.25% strike rate. 

All Weather 

927 winners from 2772 runners, a 33.44% strike rate giving a level stakes loss of 215.11 

points. 

1763 of the runner’s place. A 63.60% place strike rate. 

If we break these results down into Handicap and Non-Handicap races gives us: 

 

Non-Handicap – 364 winners from 862 runners, a strike rate of 42.33% giving a level 

stakes loss of –-74.05 A/E 0.93. 

634 placed, a 73.55% place strike rate. 

 

Handicap – 563 winners from 1910 runners, a strike rate of 29.48% giving a level 

stakes loss of -141.06. A/E 0.94. 

1129 placed a 59.11% place strike rate. 

 

Focussing on the favourites that won their last race. 
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Favourites that won their last race have produced – 293 winners from 790 runners, a 

strike rate of 37.09% for a level stakes loss of -48.55 points. A/E 0.95  

535 placed a 67.72% place strike rate. 

Those favourites who had finished outside the first four on their last start. 

 

Favourites that had finished outside the top four on their last start produced – 203 

winners from 670 runners 30.30% and a loss of -58.68 pts to level stakes. A/E 0.95  

403 placed, a 60.15% strike rate. 

Trainers and Favourites: 

If you’re a favourite backer. Here are the best performing trainers when the money is 

down: 

National Hunt 

 

Summary: No surprise to see the big names heading the table given the quality of 

National Hunt races that Kempton holds but Chris Gordons (C Gordon) runners have 

significantly overperformed, together with a reliable performance from the Harry Fry 

Yard. 
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All Weather 

 

Summary: There are no real standouts from what we can see here though you may 

want to take note of the Roger/Harry Charlton and John Butler runners when heading 

the market. 

Jockeys and Favourites: 

Which jockeys have done the business when the money is down for favourite backers? 

National Hunt 
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Summary: Noel Fehilly and Bryony Frost historically in recent years stood out with 

their rides in terms of A/Es when they were on the favourites. 

All Weather 

 

Summary: Rossa Ryan and Rob Hornby may be worth following when riding at 

Kempton on the All Weather when their ride is heading the market.  

 

They have had a combined success in recent years and produced a strike rate of 46.75% 

with a level stakes profit of 29.81 points when riding the favourites.  

We may take another look at this pair a little later on. 
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https://winningsystems.co.uk/
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General Stats 

Now a few general course stats. Starting with market position. 

Market Position (National Hunt): 

The top three in the betting provided 328 winners from 1383 runners, a strike rate of 

23.72% and a level stakes loss of -175.53 A/E 0.90.  

655 placed giving a place strike rate of 47.36%. 

Odds SP: 18/1 and above – just 20 winners from 999 runners a 2% strike rate and a 

level stakes loss of -325.00 A/E 0.72 (A higher A/E than expected).  

94 placed a place strike rate of 9.41% 

Summary: Big priced winners do occasionally pop up at Kempton. 

Market Position (All Weather): 

The top three in the betting provided 1790 winners from 8192 runners, a strike rate of 

21.85% and a level stakes loss of -1126.39 A/E 0.89.  

4238 placed giving a place strike rate of 51.73%. 

Odds SP: 18/1 and above –139 winners from 9571 runners a 1.45% strike rate and a 

level stakes loss of -5188.00! A/E 0.55.  

806 placed a place strike rate of 8.42% 

Summary: Big priced winners do occasionally pop up on the All Weather and 

historically there have been some significant prices landed, but we are not sure we 

would be willing to risk the losses on the way of landing that one big, priced winner! 

Last Time Out Placing (National Hunt) 

Those horses that finished in the first three in their last race provided 246 winners from 

1481 runners 16.61% strike rate and a loss of –232.10 A/E 0.88. 

555 placed 37.47%. 
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Last Time Out Placing (All Weather) 

Those horses that finished in the first three in their last race provided 1283 winners from 

7527 runners 17.05% strike rate and a loss of –1237.76 A/E 0.89. 

3110 placed 41.32%. 

Last Time Out Winners (National Hunt) 

Last time out winners provided 116 winners from 586 runners 19.80% strike rate for a 

loss of -118.67 A/E 0.90. 

237 placed 40.44% 

Last Time Out Winners (All Weather) 

Last time out winners provided 490 winners from 2395 runners 20.46% strike rate for a 

loss of -283.72 A/E 0.90. 

1111 placed 46.39% 

Previous Course Winners (National Hunt) 

Previous course winners provided 76 runners from 485 runners 15.67% and a loss of -

117.84 A/E 0.88. 

177 placed 36.49%. 

Previous Course Winners (All Weather) 

Previous course winners provided 619 runners from 5189 runners 11.93% and a loss of 

-1245.22 A/E 0.86. 

1692 placed 32.61%. 

Rossa Ryan and Rob Hornby 

Earlier we highlighted the performance of the two jockeys, Rossa Ryan and Rob 

Hornby in our initial research and we thought it may be prudent to take a closer look at 

these two jockeys’ performances over on the All Weather at Kempton. 

In recent years (2019-to 15th October 2022) between them they have ridden 676 runners 

with a combined strike rate of just 12.57%. 
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And they are fairly evenly matched too. 

 

With such a low overall strike rate it doesn’t suggest that there is much to pick at here, 

although backing blindly you could have made a profit at BFSP (thanks undoubtedly to 

the inflated prices often available on some runners on the Exchange). 

Rob Hornby 

Rob Hornby has had some good success over the past three years when running in 

sprints over 5-7f at Kempton with 30 winners from 160 runners (18.75% strike rate) and 

a level stakes profit of 22.44 points.  

 

It will probably come as no surprise that those profits have come from handicap sprint 

races, and he has particularly found his feet in the last couple of years when riding at 

Kempton as can be seen in the table below. 
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We’ll be following Hornby’s rides at Kempton going forward. 

System 93: Follow Rob Hornby’s rides at Kempton when in Handicaps over 5-7f. 

Rossa Ryan 

Rossa Ryan may be a name now that you recognise after having been elbowed off his 

mount at Saint-Cloud in France by Christophe Soumillon. Ryan was lucky to have not 

been seriously injured as a result of Soumillon’s reckless behaviour, and was soon back 

in the saddle, but things could have been a while lot worse. 

His overall strike rate at Kempton over the past three years has been 12.62% (38 

winners from 301 rides) and a levels stakes loss of -34.73 points, although again, you 

would have made a profit at BFSP of 15.81 points backing blindly. 

The majority of those rides have been for Richard Hannon Jnr (70 rides), but you would 

have made a loss on backing him on all his rides from the Hannon yard.  

Ryan is another jockey at Kempton that has improved on his strike rate over the past 

couple of years, and in particular when riding in Non Handicap races, Maidens and 

Novices. 

 

We will be following his rides over the coming months on the All Weather at Kempton. 

System 90: Back runners ridden by Rossa Ryan on the Kempton AW when running in 

Non Handicaps, Maiden and Novice races. 
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(CC BY 4.0)  -  Handicap chase | Carine06 | Flickr 

Betfair Chase 
 

The jumps season is upon us and so is the first Grade 1 of the season. My bet in this 

race is a price dictated one, as it could slim down to not many runners at all.  

 

Understandably, A Plus Tard heads the market after his Gold Cup romp and his facile 

success in this contest last campaign. However, that’s not to say he can’t be beaten as he 

failed to land the spoils on his seasonal debut in 2018, 2019 and 2020. If he turns up in 

the form of November 2021, he’ll obviously be extremely hard to beat, but that is far 

from certain. 

 

Two leading novices from last season are next in the betting, L’Homme Presse and 

Ahoy Senor. But this race has been ruled out for the former and the latter is looking like 

contesting the Coral Gold Cup, so they would be notable absentees from the Betfair 

Chase. I’m then struggling to find horses that will run in the race, let alone have a 

chance of winning, so that essentially leaves Protektorat.  

 

Dan Skelton has made a point of saying he’ll be ready for this, so I would imagine this 

has been earmarked from some way out and I’d expect him to be cherry ripe as they’ll 

know this could be a good time to bag another Grade 1 with him, with the likely limited 

competition. 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43555660@N00/13178536445/in/photolist-m5xrKB-m5yQsC-m5y3d2-dgztGa-9qaGu5-wNSn59-wjP1jZ-wPae6j-9qaFcS-wP1G2Q-wP8kuK-x6JLjV-x5HNqd-w9xn9C-w9HuHq-wNU83q-wP5LbK-w9GAVM-wP8R1h-wP3n96-x5Gg8W-x5YQm7-xfKVu9-x5K8Jb-w9K6T3-wPhk1S-w9H7qu-x6Krnz-x4s4E3-x5K7wG-x5NDwb-x73G52-w9vegC-w9u7J1-w9ujLC-wNUMt5-wP8hUd-wNYM6b-wNYg6b-w9sZnj-x6sAKr-wP1efz-wNUJjY-wPjMz8-w9vL6U-wP8Bvx-x4eQtN-x73Qfk-w9DmJg-x4hHzS
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Protektorat was soundly beaten in the Gold Cup by A Plus Tard and then again at 

Aintree in the Bowl, but the way he powered through the Many Clouds in December 

when cantering home by 25 lengths, he displayed he has plenty to offer as a stayer.  

 

In a competitive year I’m not sure he’d win this, but this isn’t a competitive year in my 

view.  

 

If A Plus Tard turns up in top form it’s likely game over, but with the circumstance of 

the race and therefore the price, this is an opportunity to take. 

 

Recommended Bet 

Back Protektorat @ 8/1 

 

Alex Peperell 

www.thepeptalk.co.uk 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/darrenpower/Downloads/www.thepeptalk.co.uk
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/suggestion-box/
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(CC BY 4.0)  -  Horse Tackles Fence | Paul | Flickr 

Racing To Profits Trainer Track Profiles 

2022/3: Chase 
 

It’s that time of year where my stats prep for the ‘winter jumps’ season is now 

complete. Over on my blog I like to post daily qualifiers against various jumps reports, 

helping my members find their own winners by providing a ‘starting point or way in’ to 

the day’s punting.  

That’s how I’d utilise what follows. For this season the main stats focus is on ‘Chases’ 

only and below I’ve shared a few micro angles from my new ‘Trainer Track Profiles’ 

report.  

The following angles focus on the months of October-April, unless stated. 2014 – 

September 2022. 

If you enjoy solving the puzzle and get a buzz from finding your own winners, it can 

pay to have a focus. For me that’s on the ‘Staying Chase’ division, Class 3 and above.  

I like focussing on chasers as they usually have more of a profile to ponder, having 

often run in Points, NHF and a few hurdles races.  

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/vegaseddie/2932755031/in/photolist-R5Axre-wNXGSK-wP8ShM-x4dUeq-w9AAih-w9TpwH-h9YVwL-WZtwkq-wP96Fk-q3hZ2n-29iZvnt-QNFP8Q-QNFwdC-h9YPLC-ha1eHT-gTUFeN-ha1t3i-x72VT6-w9BMcP-w9GefT-wNWS1q-w9timW-x74YQV-PYMckN-x7gHmK-x79Vp6-wNWZqW-qWMoTL-qYZK2b-6rCjP5-qWMsVU-Rjyr3h-5ta9Gz-wa8P2F-x6u86K-x4nXod-w9MVx6-x6fnGd-x5MkwL-x74iHM-x6Cgex-wPuQrR-x6dG6S-x5Lhh1-wPoi3j-w9yQK7-GddFL-5ta8TV-9j54Q8-x74jjB
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How a horse travels and jumps can also be vitally important, making replay watching 

even more useful. There is also the importance of ‘pace’ and race positioning.  

Starting with chasers who may get an easy lead or race prominently is always useful, 

arguably essential to long term punting success.  

Hopefully the handful of angles below may be useful for you in the months ahead.  

Ascot - Venetia Williams 
 

• All Chases 

• Distance: 2m1f -2m5f  

• Horse runs this season: 0-2  

• Odds: Any 

 

 
 

Catterick - Sam England  
 

• All Chases 

• Odds: 11/2 or shorter SP  
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Cheltenham - Fergal O’Brien  
 

• All Chases 

• Horse Age: 8-10  

• Odds: 18/1 or shorter SP  

 

 

 

Exeter - Colin Tizzard (now Joe Tizzard)  
 

• All Chases 

• Horse Age: 5-8  

• Horse runs this season: 0-4  

• Odds: 8/1 or shorter SP  

 

 

 

Lingfield - Gary Moore 
 

• All Chases 

• Horse Age: 6-8  

• Odds: 10/1 or shorter SP  
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Thanks for reading,  

Josh  

www.racingtoprofit.co.uk 

 

  

http://www.racingtoprofit.co.uk/
https://racingtoprofit.co.uk/join-syndicate
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Image by Gerd Altmann from Pixabay  

The Systems Corner – Updates 
Well, we will soon be into the National Hunt season proper as we write this month’s 

magazine and it will be time to see if any of our past systems can offer us profits for 

2022/2023, but first a recap on last month’s systems and those currently offering 

selections. 

Results are as of 15th October 

* Denotes Gold System 

Issue 95:System 32 - Back the forecast favourite in two year old only handicaps where 

the forecast favourite finished 2nd last time out, excluding Grade 1 tracks.  

 

 
A nice profit to date (15th October) from this system. 

  

Issue 95: System 24 - Back Ralph Beckett’s Class 3, 4 and 5 runners at Chelmsford for 

the months of October through to December. 

- 2 losing runners to date.  

 

Issue 95: System 25 - Back Richard Hughes’s runners at Chelmsford. 

- 3 losing runners to date.  

https://pixabay.com/users/geralt-9301/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=1989130
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=1989130
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Issue 95: System 28 - Back Simon Pearce’s runners at Chelmsford. 

- No selections to date. 

 

Issue 95: System 20  - Back John Kiely and Ger Lyons Handicap runners over in 

Ireland during the month of October. 

 

 

- A small profit to date. 

 

Issue 95: System 31*  - 4 selections to date, 2 of which placed at 4/1 and 17/1. 

Issue 95: System 30* - 6 selections to date and 5 placed (18/1, 16/1 7/2, 11/1 and 1 

winner 5/4 JF). A small loss backing to Win Only but 7.84 points had you backed Each 

Way. 

 

Issue 94: System 18 

 

3 runners to date and all 3 lost their race so +2.94pts for this lay system allowing for 

Betfair Commissions. 

Issue 94: System 15 
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- We seem to have had a case of placeitis with this one and we are currently -5 points, 

part way through October.  

There is still time to turn things back around. 

Issue 94: System 13 

We have had 10 selections to date following the Crouch and Probert rides over at 

Salisbury and we are currently down 2 points.  

We are going to leave this to run until the end of October, but the feeling is this is not 

one to invest too much further time on. 

Issue 94: System 14 

Last month we mentioned that this would need careful monitoring and our gut was 

right.  

This one totally flopped and has been consigned to the archive. 

Issue 94: System 19* 

We stipulated a price band for the bets on this system, and if you had stayed within 

those you would be just over break even from the 6 runners to date. 

Issue 94: System 21* 

September was a storming month, but we seem to be having a correction for October. 

Still a way to go through the month and we are hoping for a return to form. 

Currently Under Review… 
 

…we also have: 

 

Issue 91: System 4 

 

We can't say that it has been a stormer when it comes to a profit in terms of points but 

when you look at the ROI's you realise, they can't be sniffed at.  

On that basis we will carry this forward to 2023 with a sense check nearer the time 

regarding the trainers in question. 
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Issue 91: System 5  

 

We have a couple of weeks left on this one currently and we are standing with a small 

profit of +4.58 points to ISP (+5.83 at BFSP).  

Issue 92: System 7 – Two more runners left us with a 6 point loss so this has been 

archived. 

Issue 89: System 85  

 

We completed this year with a strike rate of 24.32% and a slight profit to ISP of just 2 

points for our efforts (8.89 at BFSP). We will be taking another look at this one for next 

year but for now we will leave in Approved as 2019 and 2020 offered significant returns 

and 2021 still managed 13 points to ISP. We are not prepared to throw this one on the 

scrap heap just yet. 
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Approved applicable for the month of November 
 

Issue 84: System 26 – With all the doom and gloom of 21 this system was a shining 

light yielding a 33.33% strike rate and 40.75 points profit. Can 2022 deliver a similar 

return? 

Issue 84: System 37* - Last year saw us land almost 1 in 3 winners and bank a profit to 

the tune of ISP 33.46 points. We are keeping our fingers crossed that this year yields 

similar returns. 

Issue 63: System 23* – A stalwart of the Approved section this system has produced 

healthy profits in 2020 and although 2021 took some of those from us, 2022 has already 

give us pretty much all of that profit back and we are hopeful for more.  

We currently stand at a BFSP P/L of 36.38 points (151.58% ROI) and a strike rate of 

20.83% (24 selections). 

Issue 81: System 27* – With another couple of weeks to go we are back to pretty much 

break even (-0.50pts). There is still a chance of a profit. 

Issue 81: System 29* – We’ve dropped a few points from last month but we are still in 

a double figure profit to ISP but we are keeping our fingers crossed that it stays that 

way. Did we say “shhhh…” 

Issue 83: System 03* - No runners to date as at 15th of October. 

Issue 60: System 97 - We will be sticking with the Nicky Henderson runners over 

November, December 2022 and January 2023 and will hope that the master returns us to 

previous winning ways. 
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https://www.nationalhunttips.co.uk/
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(CC BY 4.0)  -  value | value on board 

Getting Value - The importance of making 

value bets 
 

Value is the single most important thing in betting 

 

A good strike rate is no use at all if the bets are not made at value odds. That is why I 

decided to write this short piece. 

 

The scenario I want you to imagine is of three people walking into a room where 

different bets are on offer. 

 

The first person sees a table where you can bet on the spin of a coin. 

 

The odds on offer are 10/11 for a correct choice. 

 

He feels lucky and bets on heads, which comes up. 

 

So, he has another bet, and this also wins. 

 

"I'm feeling lucky", he says, "I'm going to stay at this table all night". 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/143106192@N03/42435432840/in/photolist-27DSFKN-JyKSh6-uBq2i9-S9sBao-JfvLVo-JCd1tf-JCcXy7-JCcWF5-JCd6jh-JCd83s-NQs2eL-zyE9st-21GqviD-3QFUA2-4Ekx8d-26Bw8WC-HK4gu9-JCdeXj-ActK3Z-ckkMrE-JFfpv4-JfvLX7-dX6XLS-JyoigH-JFfpTi-JweyUN-N2CZ71-e9FHL3-9MovPv-JCdfpb-aRK828-cfyPuA-ER5pKR-abtmtg-9MnPev-68qJVq-abwfS9-abweh9-abwdBN-abtkPF-abwdXf-abtp6c-EDeRnh-abweBG-abwci9-2fmNAxa-cfyP7f-9sBKG1-UfQDvr-UoJMjS
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The second person sees a table where you can bet on the correct number thrown 

with a dice. 

 

The odds on offer are 11/2. 

 

He has a bet on '3', which loses, and then on '5', which loses. 

 

But he's not deterred; "I'm staying on this table", he says, "see you later". 

 

The third person sees a table where you can bet on predicting a playing card 

randomly chosen from a pack. 

 

The odds on offer are 66/1. 

 

He likes the prospect of a big win, so he has a go. 

 

In fact, he has 10 goes, and none are correct. 

 

Luckily, he has brought plenty of cash with him, so he says, "I'm staying here for the 

night". 

 

The three agree to meet up again in eight hours’ time, when they will compare how each 

has done. 

 

Eight hours passed, and it was time for the three to go home. 

 

The coin man was not happy; "I seemed to be winning regularly", he said, "I didn't 

have any long losing runs, but I'm out of pocket!" 

 

In fact, he'd had 1,000 bets, and 500 of them had been correct. 

 

He'd been betting at £20 a time, as he knew he wouldn't have long losing runs. 

 

So, over the night he'd staked £20,000, and from his 500 winners paying £38.18 a time, 

he'd received a total of £19,090. 

 

He had lost £910 when he seemed to be doing so well. 

 

People had been remarking at how many winners he was having, but that didn't matter 

to him now. 

 

He certainly wouldn't play that game again. 
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The second arrived, with a smile on his face; "I started slowly", he said, "and my 

strike rate was not good all night - I had many losing runs well into double figures. 

I didn't feel as if I was winning, but now that I've counted up I realise that I've done 

well." 

 

In fact, he too had placed 1,000 bets over the night at £20 each. 

 

He had picked 166 winners and 834 losers. 

 

At his quoted odds of 11/2, each winner had paid him £130 - a total return of £21,580. 

He had won £1,580 on the night and was happy. 

 

The third returned laughing; "I can't believe it", he said, "I chose those cards terribly - 

I had massive losing runs which I thought would never end. 

 

In fact, I had 1,000 bets at £20 each and only won 19 of them – a good job my bank was 

big enough for the evening!" 

 

But at 66/1, the 19 winners had returned a total of £25,460, making him £5,460 - 

enough for the cruise he'd been planning. 

 

Simple enough, and we can see why the coin man was attracted by the prospect of 

regular winners - it made him feel like he was doing well. 

 

The dice man had a strike rate of 16.67%, which was more than enough, given that he 

was offered the value odds of 11/2 each time. 

 

The odds quoted were only half a point too high, but that was enough for him, and he 

took advantage. 

 

The card man was fortunate to have a big bank behind him - his losing runs were 

massive, only 19 winners from 1,000 at a strike rate of 1.9%. 

 

But the 66/1 he was given was far too high, and he made a lot of money. 

 

If these people were to return every night for a year, betting on the same games and with 

the same stakes, the coin man would lose £332,150, the dice man would win £576,700 

and the card man would win £1,992,900. 

 

They were all winning as often as they were entitled to do - nobody was luckier or 

unluckier than the others. 

 

It all came down to the value their bets offered. 
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In that example, the value was easy to see. Mathematically, it could be determined 

exactly. But how do we know what value is in horse-racing? How do we know we won't 

end up like the coin man? 

 

The answer is that we need to try to determine the actual odds of our horse winning. We 

can't do this exactly, of course, but we can get fairly close. 

 

Say, for example, the race we are studying has 10 runners, and we have decided that 4 

of them have no chance whatsoever. We can confidently cross those 4 through, but we 

must be absolutely sure they can't win. 

 

That leaves 6 runners, and we may decide that 3 of those can't be dismissed completely, 

even though we don't think they can win. Maybe they have half a chance. 

 

Fine, that's 3 runners with half a chance each, and the other 3 are the serious contenders, 

of which one will be our selection. 

 

Our selection, therefore, has 1 chance in 4.5 (3 serious plus 3 half chances). 

 

Our interpretation of its actual odds is 7/2. 

 

If we can get better than 7/2 for our selection, we bet. 

 

The bigger the price above 7/2, the more we stake. 

 

It makes sense - if the dice man went back the following night, he would stake much 

higher at that price. 

 

If our horse, however, is quoted at less than 7/2 we cannot bet - not ever. 

 

It may well win, but if we continually take chances like that we will eventually come 

unstuck. 

 

If the odds are 3/1, we have to leave it alone and come back another day. 

 

Again, that's a simple example, and I'm sure most punters think along those lines. 

 

To get more of an exact figure, we need to break our fractions down further - to 

percentage chances. 

 

If we say that the total chances of all the runners in a race is 100%, we need to then 

determine how much of that 100% is made up of our horse's chance. 
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In the above example, the 100% was split between 6 runners that had either a chance or 

half a chance. 

 

There were a total of 4.5 chances, each one 22.22% of the overall 100%. 

 

A 22.22% chance is equal to 7/2, so if we are right in our judgement (and we must stick 

to our judgement, as that is the whole point of betting), anything better than 7/2 offers 

value. 

 

A friend of mine has the same approach, although he tackles it slightly differently. 

 

He allocates 100 points to a race (each point is a 1% chance). 

 

From those 100 points, he allocates to each horse a number, which he thinks represents 

its chance of winning. 

 

The important thing here is that all the points must come back to 100 when added at the 

end. 

 

He may analyse a race like this: 

 

His selection 27pts, horse 'B' 20pts, horses 'C', 'D', 'E', and 'F' 12pts each, and horse 'G' 

5pts. 

 

He has given his selection a 27% chance, which equals just over 11/4. 

 

So, if my friend can get better than 11/4 for his bet he will be on. 

 

If not, he won't. 

 

To convert the points (out of 100) you have awarded to each horse into odds, do the 

following: 

 

Say you gave 28pts: divide 100 by 28 = 3.57, and then deduct 1 = 2.57. 

 

Those are the odds to one: 2.57/1. 

 

Given that 2.5/1 is the same as 5/2, you would need better than 5/2 for a horse to which 

you had awarded 28pts. 

 

Please make sure you don't totally discount a horse and give it 0pts unless you are sure 

that it can't win. 

 

Make sure that your entire points awarded total 100 exactly. 
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You may have to change them several times before they do - and don't bother if the 

points awarded are strange numbers, like 27 or 41. it doesn't matter as long as you work 

out the odds correctly afterwards. 

 

You will suddenly find that you are spending less time trying to pick winners, and more 

time selecting horses that are likely to run to the best of their abilities at prices which 

are bigger than they really should be. 

 

Value - the single most important thing. 

 

No matter what you bet on. 

 

Steve Jones 

www.cdsystems.uk.com 

Professional Betting Advice and Strategy (2000-22) 

 

 

 

  

http://www.cdsystems.uk.com/
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/ratecard
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https://www.oncourseprofits.com/vvocp
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Photo by Dylan Gillis on Unsplash 

Product Reviews 
It’s a quiet time currently on the Product Reviews front. Don’t forget that if you have a 

product you’d like us to review drop us a note by clicking here   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost: 10 day trial for 99p then £37.00 per month thereafter. 

The Trial: This is another service from the Betting Gods stable and as the name implies 

advises on a number of sports.  

https://unsplash.com/@dylandgillis?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/men-at-desk?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/suggestion-box/
https://bettinggods.com/betting-gods-tipsters/super-sports-capper/?hop=bluedelta
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To date bets have been on Tennis, Australian Rules Football and Rugby League 

although I believe other sports are included. 

From starting on 9th September there have been 52 advices all staked between 1-5 pts. 

This has resulted in 34 wins and a profit of 26.15 pts. Outlay was 119 pts giving a good 

21.97% ROI at advised odds. 

I should point out that it is unlikely that many if any would match that profit as 16 

different betting companies were used, and I am not sure if all are available in the UK. 

Conclusion: Clearly this is a profitable service, but you would need access to many 

betting sites to match the above profit and get all bets on. You can find out more here. 

 

Cost: £20.00 per month then £37.00 per month thereafter 

The Trial: This Betting Gods service does what it says on the tin – it reports all its daily 

selections to Betfair Starting Prices after deduction of 2% commission.  

The second month of this review ran from the 3rd of September to the 2nd of October 

with 96 selections: 33 advised 1 point to win and 63 advised 0.5 point win, 0.5 point 

place all at Betfair SP with 2% deducted from any winnings.  

There were 9 successful win bets, a strike rate of 27.27%, at odds between 1.44 and 

11.08 resulting in a small profit of 2.3 points.  

The each way bets had 4 wins and 14 placers but overall, the loss on the month was 

8.73 points for a minus ROI of 9.09%. It’s all to do for next time. 

Conclusion: It’s all to do for next time. You can find out more by visiting the website 

by clicking here. 

 

 

https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=bluedelta&vendor=betgods&cbpage=SSC&tid=ocp
https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=bluedelta&vendor=betgods&cbpage=BSP&tid=ocp

